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Although Europe has seen consistent growth in the number of films being produced
every year, the EU film market is characterised by major structural challenges, hampering
the industry from reaching audiences.1 In recent years, we have witnessed a
transformation in the film market including changes in traditional business models
following rapid technological developments, the dominance of digital platforms, and the
change in consumer behaviours. The biggest market disruptors, namely video-ondemand (VOD) services, have transformed the way film is distributed and consumed. In
this White Paper, the current state and challenges of the film industry in Europe will be
explored and analysed, particularly by focusing on film distribution.
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In 2019, 2,421 films were produced in Europe. This marks a 6% increase from 2018 to
2019 and 13% since 2015. However, figures also show that the AV market in Europe is
stagnating and is facing challenges (while it has been hit heavily by COVID-19).
One of the issues the film market faces relates to film distribution, which encounters
several challenges in Europe. Through its fragmented market and new competition from
VOD players, the traditional “release window” for film distribution is under pressure and
therefore also threatens traditional income sources.
European public and private initiatives try to counter this development and to overcome
challenges for distributing European film through support programmes.
Still, while cinema admittance reached an all-time high in 2019, audience behaviour has
been changing and new ways of distributing European film are being explored.

1. Current state and challenges of the European film market
Based on the latest available data from the European Audiovisual Observatory, 2,421 films were
produced in Europe, and 1,926 of these were of EU origin (2019). This marks a 6% increase
from 2018 to 2019 and a 13% growth over 2015 figures. Despite the observable growth of
European content, Europe’s overall audiovisual sector grew by only 0.2% between 2015 and
2019. Initial research by the Observatory on the impact of COVID-19 further suggests that the
audiovisual sector lost over 10% of its revenues in 2020. Theatrical exploitation of films was
most affected by the COVID-19 measures in 2020, as box-office earnings dropped by 70-80%
throughout Europe.2
However, the film market, and audiovisual sector in general, were already facing slower growth
figures and stagnation before 2020. One of the issues the film market faces relates to film
distribution, which is regarded as an overlooked subject in Europe.3 The European film market
is characterised by substantial fragmentation, which creates barriers to effective distribution
mechanisms:
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Cultural diversity and different national languages hamper cross-border distribution.
Most support focuses on domestic markets, making cross-border distribution, as well
global recognition, more challenging. Additionally, European film often requires subtitles
and dubbing, which requires additional costs.4
The US market benefits from much bigger production budgets and funds dedicated to
the promotion, marketing, and distribution of film.56 Although yearly European film
output is higher, US film benefits from wider distribution.7 Because of the fragmentation,
there are only a few big European companies and distribution agencies (e.g.
StudioCanal, Pathé, or EuropaCorp) that can afford production and distribution on a
larger scale.8
The emergence of new market entrants, such as VOD services like Netflix, disrupts and
challenges the entire market, as VOD providers are not only acting as film distributors,
but also as original film creators, driven by new business models.9

2. Re-thinking the European film “release window”
For a long time, the standard way of film distribution has been established around traditional
technologies and business models drawn upon fixed release window systems and exclusivity.
The traditional film distribution model focuses on the lifecycle of so-called exploitation windows,
namely adapting linear video content to numerous screening platforms for an exclusive amount
of time and price, to maximize the value and revenue of a film’s intellectual property. 10 Following
this logic, a film will be heavily marketed and released in cinemas, followed by exclusive licenses
for circulation through other media outlets such as home video, premium TV networks, and Free
TV networks. This strategy depicts the framework of a supply-led market in which independent
film distribution was developed. 11 However, as already discussed above, the traditional models
of film distribution are being challenged specifically by the emergence of VOD platforms. 12
Moreover, the closing of cinemas during the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the changes to
this traditional model.
As a solution to the disruption caused by lockdowns, some major US studios decided to release
their productions directly on-demand, skipping the exclusive release to cinema (such as
Marvel’s “Black Widow” and Universal’s “Trolls World Tour”). In the case of Universal and their
“Trolls World Tour”, the film made more money in the first three weeks of online release than its
forerunner did in five months at the cinema. Furthermore, distributing the film online led to 20%
higher ticket sales in cinema than if it had only been released in cinemas, as initially intended.
Because of this, Universal announced that they will release all their films online at the same
time as in the cinemas. This came as a big shock to the already struggling cinema industry. 13
However, when it comes to European cinemas, the situation differs from that of major Hollywood
production studios. Without the support of a major studio or VOD distribution contract, most
films rely on festival visibility and local cinema support, both of which were absent during the
lockdowns.14 Still, the European film market faces the same question: whether to distribute their
films in cinemas and stick to the conventional release windows, to release them simultaneously
on VOD and in cinemas, or solely on-demand.

3. Europe’s fight to make European film distribution more successful
Due to the challenges, European public bodies and private organisations increasingly seek new
ways to overcome the issues European film distribution faces. This has led to financial and other
forms of support. Examples are:
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Cinemas in Europe continue to reinvent themselves and invest in innovation to
stay relevant and provide the best possible experience for their audiences. There are
new schemes and initiatives available such as your-local-theatre memberships, virtual
cinemas, and distribution companies, such as London's "Modern Film", which
successfully launched their own streaming platform with a focus on European content. 15
The European Commission offers support programmes for domestic productions and
cross-border distribution of European films through MEDIA.16 MEDIA is designed to
support European film by providing funding for development, promotion, and
distribution. In 2019 more than 124 million euro was spent as part of the programme,
almost 12 million euro more than in 2018. 17 Each year about half of the budget is
dedicated to distribution support.
Another EU-level initiative is the European Film Forum (EFF). The initiative was
proposed by the Commission and launched in 2015 as a platform to discuss issues and
opportunities introduced by digital technology.18 The discussions and workshops take
place annually in different venues during a series of film festivals (such as Berlinale and
Cannes Film Festival) and TV markets.
Europa Cinemas is a network of cinemas that focuses on European films and aims to
encourage innovation, support youth activities, promote diversity, exchanges, and the
circulation of European film. 19

4. The future of European cinema and changing audiences
Even before COVID-19, the relevance of European cinemas was already under scrutiny.
Theatre owners have expressed their concerns about the threat VOD providers pose to their
business. Still, data from 2019 reveals that movie attendance was at an all-time high, with 39%
more cinema admissions in Europe compared to 1999.

Figure: Cinema admissions across Europe 1999-2019.20
Experts highlight that, even though digitization has changed the way audio-visual content is
consumed, audiences still appreciate the cinema experience. 21 Cinema First in a study from
2021 on cinema audiences in the UK highlight that “cinema is something that can’t be recreated
at home, with two-thirds of respondents favouring the spectacular big screen experience,
immersive sound, special effects, and access to a wide range of new films that only cinema can
offer.” This shows how cinema is not just about watching a movie, but is seen by audiences as
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an experience.22 On the other hand, research also shows that consumption patterns are
changing, as audiences now often choose to stay at home and watch a film of their choice, at
their convenience, on one of the many VOD platforms available, in order to avoid traffic and
crowded places. Some also believe that the cinema experience has become too expensive to
enjoy with the entire family.23
While the audiences’ point of view might vary based on their subjective perspective, we must
consider the different market incentives for the different stakeholders in the film market. For
example, it needs to be considered that a monthly subscription allows customers to watch
everything they want for around 13 euro per month while cinema is based on paying per view. 24

5. Conclusion: The future of European film market
The European film market faces many challenges today. Specifically, the traditional film
distribution model has been contested in recent years with a shift in the lifecycle of "exploitation
windows", through the rise of VOD platforms. Cinemas and film distributors in Europe have
voiced their concerns about these developments. While audiences preferences for on-demand
consumption vs going to the cinema may differ, film-makers and distributors are currently testing
new business models. What will become the new “norm” is still to be seen, as is the impact it
will have on the European film industry as a whole.
Recommendation for European cinemas
Cinemas have become an experience and should embrace this role. Cinemas may also have
to change their pricing policies. According to research, closer attention to discounts and prices
might influence audience choices.
Recommendation for European film distributors
European film distributors should focus their efforts on approaches and technologies that can
assist them in maximising the use of data in their marketing initiatives, data that would help
cinemas and other film industry sectors better understand their customers and cater to their
needs and preferences.
Recommendation for policymakers
Policymakers in Europe need to develop a strategy to support film distribution even further
due to the new challenges it faces and we suggest to invest in research and training rather
than single projects to influence cinema culture and build capacities.
*The White Paper is part of the Student White Paper Series on European Media Markets. It was
written with further contributions by Bibiana Kubota, Iullia Smagina and Camilia Ben Omar.
The Student White Paper Series is part of the European
Media Markets course at the VUB. The course is headed by
Prof. Dr. Marlen Komoroski & Pieter De Leenheer
(marlen.komorowski@vub.be).
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